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This exam will not be included in your grades but will serve only to show you
how your exams will be graded this term. The answer to each of the calculation
should involve three sections. The first section will be a short review of what
you think the question asks. It should not be just copying the text of the
question. The second section will describe your strategy on how to solve the
question. In this part, you should number the steps that you will take in order
to reach the answer. The third part will be your calculations. Your calculations
should follow the steps that you have outlined, preferably, first rewrite the step
that you are calculating, and then do the calculations. In the first two parts
of your answer, you should avoid using mathematical expressions as much as
possible (preferably you should not use any mathematical expressions). All your
mathematics should go to the third part.

1. Imagine an isolated planet in space. Assume that the shape of the planet
is sphere with radius R. If you consider any two parts of the planet, due
to their gravitational attraction, they will have a potential energy. The
sum of all these potential energies is called the self potential energy of the
planet. What is the self gravitational potential energy of the planet if the
total mass of the planet is M .

2. The unlucky lover (of the homework), eventually gets the attention of
his girlfriend. (Then you might ask why he is unlucky) But he also gets
the attention of the father of his girlfriend, who starts chasing the boy.
Trying to get advantage of his youth, he starts climbing the hill nearby
at a constant speed of vb. The angle that the hill makes with the ground
has a constant value of α. When the angry father reaches the start of the
hill, the boy is already a distance d away. Since the hill is too steep for
the man, he considers throwing a stone to the boy. If the maximum speed
with which he can throw the stone is v0, what is the range(measured along
the hill) of the stone that he can throw as a function of the angle with
which he throws the stone and the slope of the hill. What is the maximum
range? What is the maximum distance d such that if d is less than that,
the father has a chance to hit the boy?

3. Our unfortunate lover is still trying to run away from the father of the
girlfriend. Little by little he is getting desperate that he cannot get away
from him. He arrives at a river which is 40 m wide, and there is a boat
resting on the side of the river. In still water he can row with a speed of
30 m/s. The river is running at a speed of 20 m/s. He has to cross the
river and reach the point directly across him. What should be the angle
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between his rowing direction and coast of the river so that he can reach
the other point? How long does it take him to reach the other end?

4. When our unfortunate lover reaches the other side, he realizes that the
father had taken the other boat to cross the river. As he is trying to
find another way to escape, he notices a space cannon which can launch
a space capsule with a velocity v. If after being launched, there is no
propulsion, what should be the minimum speed v such that the capsule
can reach moon? (Let the mass of the moon and the earth be m and M
respectively, and the distance between the two R. Let mc be the mass
of the capsule. Denote the radius of the earth and the moon by RE and
Rm respectively. Ignore friction effects.)(Unfortunately, the velocity of
the capsule is too slow.To be continued...) (Hint: Is it possible to find an
initial speed of the cannon such that the cannon can reach the surface of
the moon with zero velocity? NO! Why not?)
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